Advisory Consulting: Leveraging services through Encompass

Improve efficiency and performance: Get the services you need configured directly within Encompass with the help of Advisory Consulting. In many cases the services you need are available within Encompass, and simply need to be configured.

Getting services through Encompass can help to save money and time, along with lowering risk. Ellie Mae Advisory Consulting can provide onsite or remote resources to assist with configuration, delivering the in-depth knowledge and advice that only comes from Ellie Mae and Encompass experts.

Ellie Mae Advisory Consultants can help you with:

- Configuration and Testing – Incorporating tools into your workflow, including services password management
- Development of Job Aids – Provide information to support deployment and ongoing services management
- Tracking and Reporting – Assistance with setting up dashboards and reporting to track performance levels

Configurable services can include:

- Fannie Mae’s Desktop Underwriter® (DU®)
- Fannie Mae’s EarlyCheck™
- Freddie Mac’s Loan Product Advisor®
- Freddie Mac’s Loan Quality Advisor®

Configurable and automated GSE services can include:

- Ellie Mae’s Total Quality Loan® (TQL®) program
- Fannie Mae’s Day 1 Certainty™

Benefits

- Quickly deploy services to solve problems
- Lower costs and close loans faster
- Get industry-leading workflow advice
- Get best-practice configuration setup

Onsite or remote options available. Contact us at 1-800-955-9100 or sales@elliemaecom for more information.